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Overview

We do a complete credit analysis

We eliminate negative reporting items from

your credit report

We help you build and establish new credit

We give you the tools to manage your credit

for life

How Credit Correction Works

The Federal Trade Commission and Consumer Credit Protection Act have enacted hundreds

of regulations that credit reporting companies, collection agencies and credit bureaus must

comply with in order for any reported item to remain on your report. When you enroll in our

system, a skilled credit analyst reviews your reports to determine which items can be

legitimately challenged and the best way to dispute them to help improve your credit profile.

The negative items are challenged demanding the reporting company prove that they are in

compliance with the laws and regulations and demand that the challenged items be removed.

The process is repeated with each of the three major credit reporting agencies.

Within 35 to 45 days after disputing, the credit bureaus respond with a summary that shows

the results of each challenge made. Best of all, the items that tend to be removed first are

those that are the most harmful to your report and can include such items as bankruptcies,

tax liens, judgments, charge-offs, repossessions and student loans. While the full process

takes an average of 4 to 8 months in most cases, many clients see enough improvement in

their score to allow them to qualify for a mortgage or low interest car loan in as little as 90 to

120 days. This also helps when building business credit as many loans will require the

personal guarantor to have a strong personal credit score.

What We Do

CreditDMS has created a system that combines our expertise in credit, education, and

technology to develop and improve credit. Our first step is to eliminate negative reporting

items on our client’s credit reports that are bringing down their score. We do this to establish a

baseline score and leave only positive reporting credit. We aggressively help build new credit

by helping our clients acquire entry level credit cards and showing them how to pay properly

so they can boost their scores quickly. Once the scores are improved, the core of our

program is to give the wisdom to keep it for life.We provide access to an online credit

monitoring system that helps our clients hold themselves accountable and aware of their

credit in real time.

By combining our old fashioned ideas of education and customer service with cutting edge

techniques and information we created the most comprehensive credit management system

available.

Work on 3 Areas of Credit Wellness (Eliminating Negative Items, Credit Improvement,

and Credit Management)

Comprehensive Credit Evaluation

Prepare Documents for the Disputing Process

We Track and Send Receipt Status of Dispute Letters

World Class Customer Support with over 25,000 Satisfied Clients

Remove Bankruptcies, Tax Liens, Judgments, Charge-offs, Repos, Late Payments,

Medical Bills, and Student Loans

We Help Clients Develop on Average 2 or More New Positive Reporting Credit Lines

The Process Takes on Average 4-8 Months, See Improvement in as Fast as 45-90 Days

We Proudly Offer a 100% Service Satisfaction Guarantee

Just like our service, our Refund Policy is effective from day one. If we do not improve your

credit profile and you have followed our program we will refund your money. No questions

asked. We would not expect you to pay for anything less.

 

For Personal

Here are six basic things that an individual can do

to help improve their credit. MAKE SURE YOUR...

[...]

There is a lot of information out there about credit.

Unfortunately not all of it is true, here... [...]

With so much emphasis on your credit score, it is

important to understand how the score is

calculated.... [...]

For Business

When a corporation (even a non-profit) looks to

obtain or increase access to credit, it is imperative

that... [...]

As a general rule it’s a good idea to establish your

Paydex score at least three to six... [...]

Paydex is a term used in business, for a numerical

score granted by Dun & Bradstreet to business...

[...]

Glossery of Terms

ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE or APR The rate of

interest charged by a creditor on an annual basis.

It... [...]
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